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Vishal V. Vashikar, Chandrakant L. Bhattar and H. T. Jadhav, 
“Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) for mitigation of Voltage Sags/
Swells: An Overview”, presented in IEEE International Conference on 
Knowledge Collaboration in Engineering 2014 at Kathir College of En-
gineering, Neelambur, Coimbatore, 24th-25th Jan, 2014. 
  

Vishal V. Vashikar, Chandrakant L. Bhattar and H. T. Jadhav, 
“Voltage Sag and Swell Mitigation Using Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
for Power Quality Improvement at Distribution Level”, accepted in 
IEEE International Conference on Computation of Power, Energy, In-
formation and Communication, ICCPEIC-2014 at Adhiparasakthi Engi-
neering College, Chennai, Tamil Nadu,  16th -17th April, 2014. 
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Dipraj Vijay Zagade is the student of Electrical Engineering 
at RIT. His book “2012: A Journey to Love” is being pub-
lished by Amazon.com worldwide on 20th September 2014. 
About the book: 
This is a story of a boy who believes that his world is going to 

end in 2012. So he decided to dedicate it for Love. And that 

one decision alters His life. Experience the adventure as He 

explores perceptions, thoughts and the events that happened 

in His life in 2012. This book is a reflection. It's an explora-

tion of vastness of Love and an odyssey to Self Exploration. 

This is not  a love story rather it is a story of Love. Experi-

ence it as the Author takes you through the adventure! 
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“DON‟T USE „I‟, IT‟S FOR CURRENT”… 
 IMPORTANCE OF MATHEMATICS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Food for thought! Two contrasting take on mathematics  

Why are numbers beautiful? 
It’s like asking why is Beetho-

ven’s Ninth Symphony beautiful . I f 
you don’t see why’, someone can’t 
tell you. I know numbers are beauti-
ful. I they aren’t beautiful nothing is. 
    

There was a young man from Trinity, 

Who solved the square root of infinity. 

While counting the digits, 

He was seized by the fidgets, 

Dropped science, and took up divinity. 

Mathematics, often dubbed as the Queen of sciences is an infinite world by itself and 

is the impetus driving all sciences.  Its vastitude   is evident  from Aristotle’s definition 

of continuum(the set of real number )=”The continuum is that which is divisible into 

indivisible that are infinitely divisible”. 

Speaking about Engineering , it enjoys the monopoly of being the practical face of 

science. Here’s a witty byword stressing this fact. 

To the optimist, the glass is half full. 

to the pessimist, the 

 glass is half empty. 

To the engineer, the glass is twice big 

as it needs to be…. 
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Electrical engineering deals with the manipulation of electrons and photons to 
produce products that benefit humanity. The design of these products is based 
on scientific principles and theories that are best describes mathematically. 
Mathematics is thus the universal language of electrical engineering science. 
Beginning with basic systems, circuit theory at its simplest form is really dif-
ferential equations, which is basically solving equations involving derivatives, 
so circuit, algebra and trigonometry and fundamental to understanding it. Eve-
ry basic circuit element {resistor, capacitor and inductor} has a related current-
voltage relation determined by its impedance. This is where complex numbers 
come in. So even in the first area of EE, circuit theory, there’s already calcu-
lus, complex numbers and the Laplace transform.  
If we move on to the theory of “how” electromagnetism works, we have Maxwell’s 
equation. They are written in both integral and derivative forms and involve vectors. 
So suddenly, We also have vector calculus. 
Moving to network, it involves node communicating with each other. A lot of comput-
ers linked together form a network. Networking involves the study of the best way of 
implementing network. Much work has been done to find the best protocol, or method, 
for doing so. It involves a lot statistical/probability calculation. We really can’t tell hot 
it’s put to use in real world scenario so we need statistical models. 
Looking at modem EE, researchers have basically looted libraries looking for abstract 
mathematics done in the last few hundred years. Each abstract mathematics theorem 
somehow finds it use in EE. Even wavelets, which have revolutionized signal pro-
cessing, were discovered by  mathematicians early in the 20th century. 
Moving on higher order concepts, 

 
 
 
 

Moving on higher order concepts, 

 
1 .PROBABILITY THEORY AND VECTOR CALCULUS IN ALGEBRA FOR 

LOAD FORECASTING 
The traditional methods of load forecasting are replaced by collaborative multi-path 
forecasting that can realize accuracy of the data by means of reducing the random er-
ror of predicted value. The main character of this method is multi-sectored responses, 
multi-path prediction and multi-program show. This synergetic load forecasting meth-
od receives the probability distribution function or the forecasted value s and obtains 
the final high, middle and low forecasting scheme based on the probability theory. 



2.GRAPH THEORY IN POWER PLANT. DESIGN AND VLSI CIRCUIT DESIGN. 
 

In the year 1847 G. Kirchoff published a paper in which he used graph theoretical con-
cepts to characterize electrical network. Since then, graph theory has been used in 
electrical network theory and analysis. An electrical network system is a collection of 
physical components and devices interconnected electrically. Thus, network analysis, 
the basic of network theory, pays a central and essential role in system analysis. A 
computationally simple and efficient methodology of evaluating the quality index of a 
thermal power plant(TPP) and of selecting best –quality TPP is based on graph theory, 
matrix algebra, and permanent models. This takes into account the complexities and 
interaction of various characteristics of the TPP. The qualitative analysis of a TPP 
through quality index is proposed by means of conventional and fuzzy set theories.   

 
3. TOPOLOGY AND ALGEBRIC GEOMETRY – IN HUMANOID ROBOT MO-

TION 
The result from modern algebraic topology gave been used to obtain an improved un-
derstanding of the configuration spaces of closed chain mechanism, leading to im-
proved motion planning for such systems. Robotics system design and many problems 
in robot task planning can be formulated as optimization problems, though they are 
typically “hard” in terms of complexity and lack of readily recognizable or standard 
mathematical structures. Success stories include graph-theories and calculus of varia-
tion based approaches to determining optimal paths, randomized algorithm for finding 
solutions in complex spaces, optimal feedback control policies for a range of robotic 
task, and saddle-point policies for solving differential games of pursuit and evasion. 

 
4. ALGORITHMIC GAME THEORY AND VECTOR SPACE TO DESIGN OPTI-

MAISATION TECHNIQUES FOR POWER PLANTS 
Game theory is a discipline that is used to analyze problem of conflict among interact-
ing decision makers. It may be considered as a generalization of decision theory to 
include multiple players or decision makers. 
it is used for solving dynamic transmission planning problem in a deregulated environ-
ment. With the restructured power industry, various parties enter the electricity market 
and open Access to all participants is the basic requirement for the transmission net-
work. In restructured power system generation expansion and transmission expansion 
are planned and decided by separate entities. Transmission planners do not have full 
access to generation expansion information. To some extent the incomplete infor-
mation of generation expansion affects transmission planner’s decision. Here game 
theory is applied in transmission planning to simulate generation planner’s behavior 
and strategies, and obtain transmission expansion decisions that can accommodate 
various generation expansion schemes. 
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